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About This Game

Pickaxe ready? Coal, iron, gold & diamond! 18 Miners to unlock! Getcha' chop!

Checkout our new game KickAss Commandos!
http://store.steampowered.com/app/359140/

If you like Miner Mayhem, also try Tiki Man!
http://store.steampowered.com/app/376920/

Get chopping in this action packed, arcade style game. You are a miner, sent to the deepest depths of the mine in search of gold,
silver, diamonds, and other precious ores. Get the treasures while avoiding the falling rock. 4 random environments and 18

unique miners to unlock. Chop til you drop!
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A point and click adventure with a film noir theme.

Unfortunately the game is fixed 4:3 aspect ratio (although you can choose to distort the video if you prefer). Resolution is fixed
so you really can't do anything about the game not displaying properly on modern systems.. Silly game. Doggie chasing around a
hairy speedo, getting hit by a chicken and dodging world powers. 50c worth it. Keep the silly games coming
\u0414\u0440\u0443\u0437\u0435\u0439!. Why can't the dice go higher then 6, the max should be 100. A D100, level 101 you
can not beat. You can make this game better. Add upgrades to the dice placement no money cap. it stops and crashes at
9999999999 then crashes. You place 6 1's dice then when you get once you placed 100 of them you can buy an upgrade to level
that die to a d2, d3,d4, and so on. Every 100 upgrade 1 dice? Also the shaded area on the dice should be the ONLY direction
they shoot. I seen a comment that it does not matter wher you place the dice.. not a bad game, have some issues but if you have
the 90% coupon discount it's worth for the card drops but ,otherwise, i don't think it is. I can't complain too much since it's only
1 dollar. It's a simple game. You jump around and shoot things. It doesn't fit the music too well, but the visuals are neat. The
song browser is annoying, though, since it puts all of your indexed songs in one list. Get the songs you want ready beforehand.
As for difficulty, it is TOUGH. It seems easier than when I tried it in early access, but there's little room for mistakes. Didn't hit
the glass in 1 or 2 shots? Say hello to die. Especially on the hardest difficulty where if you make a single mistake, you fail the
song.
Oh and also it has SEVENTY EIGHT ACHIEVEMENTS. Cute little addictive game.

The one gripe I have with this game is that there's no permanent progression after the game. I'd love to see something along the
lines of unlocking new characters, new races, little (permanent) buffs, starting with something extra etc etc.

For the rest it's good, a lot of variation (would love to see something different for the vault and upper dungeon too), every new
playthrough feels like playing a new game, making it fresh everytime unlike in my opinion many rogue-like dungeon crawlers.
One last bit of criticism is the balance in certain ways feels off. Ranger for example is very overpowered with his ability to
straight up kite, and late game could one shot even the strongest enemies with the right build, also disease incredibly
overpowered allowing you to wipe out a horde of enemies with very little effort.

6.5/10 in it's current state, could get an 8/10 later.. An easy and fun little game!. I did a playthrough in like 17 h. The plot is
simple, rescue your girlfriend. The story has some suspense like why was she kidnapped? Is the abductor an alien?
 When I've finished the game, I've learned who and why my girlfriend was kidnapped and that's all.

You have the challenge to not use the police restoration.
I could've avoided it until Troy's boss (normal mode)

You can explore strategis in battles replaying!. You get 1 or 2 new characters for next playthrough.

You're stuck in your first choices , for ex: I'm a man who loves a girl. Why can't we be a gay or a lesbian next time? I suppose
it's good for strategy but the plot sucks for me. Well I've paid it cheap :). Very buggy with nothing from the devs in a long time.
Probably the single most shallow title I have played on Steam, and while it's my fault for not double-checking: I'm more than a
little sore that the trailer is cut in a way that makes it appear there may be competitive multiplayer when it is a single-screen, one-
player, two-button game with absolutely no variability. The very first five moves will be identical to those an hour in, and
nothing changes. Period.

There is even an identical product by the developer on Steam with a few sprites changed.

I can't refund someone else's gift, but I can warn as many of you away from playing a game that involves absolutely nothing but
"taptaptaptaptaptap" over and over until boredom sets in, with no rewards or variables whatsoever.
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This game is unpolished, misleading, but somewhat fun gameplay. Still rating it down. I used to play when I was a babby, 10/10.
If you like Blitzkrieg Games, buy it. Same Gameplay with units from World War I.. It was a great game but the full game is not
out though... i recommend to make the the worm pit should be easier and the boss easier its easy to get in the spikes. Also the
dragon part was very hard they shouldnt change the floors like that. and also its been a fun experience and i want to thank the
eight year old daughter and her father for releasing the game Thank you so much! I hope the full version will come out soon.. I
have been looking for a new Tennis game for years while playing VT4.
I first played Tennis World Tour this year but got frustrated by the lack of features, updates and online community.
I have been persuaded to buy AO Tennis instead. The timing system is challenging but interesting. After a while it makes fun.
The ability to create custom players with a lot of options is incredible.
Hopefully the online multiplayer mode will become more active with more people who play there doubles as well.. A standard
beat-em-up. The reviews said the game was slow, but I felt that the speed of the game is just fine.

It can't picture myself playing this game after a few hours though, because it is incredibly repetitive. If you need something to
do for a weekend, and the game is a dollar, then go for it.
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